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For more than 30 years, Purposeful Design Publications, a division of ACSI, has provided 
academically rigorous textbooks that are intentionally rooted in biblical truth to equip 
schools and educators with the tools to eternally transform the hearts and lives of children.

We believe that textbooks must 
include best practices, be 

research based, and adhere to 
rigorous standards that meet or 

exceed national and other college-
and-career-readiness standards.  

We believe that textbooks are 
tools in the hands of teachers to  
help them achieve the desired 

educational outcomes. 

We believe in providing a solid 
instructional foundation that

incorporates additional instruction 
and activities for each lesson,  

allowing teachers easy flexibility 
and instructional individualization. 

We believe in supporting  
educators with ongoing training 
to build and maintain confidence 

to maximize their use of PDP 
textbooks.  

Choosing the right textbooks is an important decision for your school, both financially and 
foundationally. Purposeful Design Publications textbooks are intentionally created with 
these five core values:

We believe in a strong  
commitment to an authentic and 

integrated biblical worldview. 1
2
3
4
5



Elementary Bible (Early Education–Grade 6) 

The eight-level Bible textbook series provides 
multiple opportunities for students to choose to 
follow Jesus and develop a personal relationship 
with Him. Students will learn how to apply biblical 
truth to their lives as they memorize Scripture 
and learn about Christlike character. Compatible 
with any translation, this series can easily tie into 
your chapel program and provide cross-curricular 
connections.

Additional Series Features

Full-color student and teacher books with weekly 
review and assessment along with stand-alone 
lessons for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter

• Embedded student pages offer easy reference    
points for teachers

• Online resources including blackline masters, 
PowerPoint presentations, chapel programs,  
11-foot Bible timeline and visual aids of 
illustrated biblical scenes with paraphrased 
passages

• Digital music downloads for EE–Grade 2

STUDENT EDITION
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TEACHER EDITION
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Elementary Bible (Early Education–Grade 6)  

Early Education             E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Familiar Bible lessons presented from both the Old 
Testament and the New Testament, emphasizing God’s 
love.

1030EE1 Student Edition $22.49

1030EE2 Teacher Edition $93.99

e1030EE2 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

1030EE3VA Visual Aids* $61.59

Kindergarten     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Familiar Bible lessons presented from both the Old 
Testament and the New Testament, emphasizing God’s 
care.

1030K1 Student Edition $22.49

1030K2 Teacher Edition $93.99

e1030K2 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

1030K3VA Visual Aids* $61.59

Grade 1     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Familiar Bible characters and events that illustrate God’s 
gifts, such as family, leaders, helpers, His Word, His Son, 
and His love.

103011 Student Edition $22.49

103012 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103012 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

10301eVA Visual Aids* $61.59

Grade 2     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Bible heroes with a focus on character traits. 103021 Student Edition $22.49

103022 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103022 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

103013VA Visual Aids* $61.59

Grade 3           E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

The life of Christ, the early Church, and missions from Paul 
until now.

103031 Student Edition $22.49

103032 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103032 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 4     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

A study of basic doctrines of Christianity, such as the 
Trinity, salvation, sin nature, and eternity.

103041 Student Edition $22.49

e103041 Student Edition e-book $12.99

103042 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103042 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 5     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

An Old Testament survey, presenting major Bible concepts 
from the Old Testament.

103051 Student Edition $22.49

e103051 Student Edition e-book $12.99

103052 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103052 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 6     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

A New Testament survey, presenting major Bible concepts 
from each New Testament book.

103061 Student Edition $22.49

e103061 Student Edition e-book $12.99

103062 Teacher Edition $93.99

e103062 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

*Visual Aids are included in teacher editions. Additional copies are available for purchase.
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How Far Can You Go? PRICE

This study addresses the delicate topic of sex in a straightforward yet sensitive 
manner, raising the bar by encouraging, equipping, and empowering young 
people to develop the character trait of purity. How Far Can You Go? offers biblical 
principles for authentic Christian living. 

7070 Student Edition (English) $20.59

7072 Student Edition (Spanish) $20.59

7071 Teacher Edition $23.09

Middle School Bible  

The Life of Christ     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

The question “Who is Jesus?” resonates throughout this one-semester course. Students 
will learn many facts about Jesus but more importantly they will be challenged to get 
to know Jesus in a personal and life-changing way. 

Additional online resources available at lifeofchristweb.com

MBLCS Student Edition $25.29

eMBLCS Student Edition e-book $14.99

MBLCT Teacher Edition $69.25

eMBLCT Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

Daring Deliverers    E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Students study the military leaders of Israel as well as Ruth, Eli, and Samuel. 
Considering the positive and negative qualities of each person, students identify 
leadership principles to apply to their own lives. The teacher edition provides lesson 
targets, background information, instructional strategies, and assignment and 
evaluation materials.

7056 Student Edition $25.29

7057 Teacher Edition $69.25

Joseph: A Character Study     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Joseph: A Character Study will be a powerful tool in your hands to help students 
become Joseph-like among their classmates and peers. The biblical account of 
Joseph’s life is woven through practical exercises to help your students examine the 
life of Joseph and its application to students.

MBJCS Student Edition $25.29

eMBJCS Student Edition e-book $14.99

MBJCT Teacher Edition $69.25

eMBJCT Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

To the Ends of the Earth     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

This course is designed to teach principles for Christian living from the example of 
the early church as recorded in Acts. Students are encouraged to apply the principles 
demonstrated in this course to their own lives as followers of Christ.

MBTES Student Edition $25.29

eMBTES Student Edition e-book $14.99

MBTET Teacher Edition $69.25

eMBTET Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

High School Bible  

Journeying with God (Old Testament Survey) (9–10)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE    PRICE

This survey course gives students an overview of each of the books of the Old Testament. A 
strong emphasis in this course is helping students see the “big picture” perspective as they study 
how God has worked through His people to carry out His plan of salvation. It is designed to give 
teachers freedom in shaping a study of the Old Testament.

7075 Student Edition $25.29

e7075 Student Edition e-book $15.09

7076S Teacher Edition $69.25

e7076S Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

Connecting with God (New Testament Survey) (9–10)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

This survey course gives students an overview of each book in the New Testament. It is 
designed to give teachers a great deal of freedom to define the approach to structuring 
a survey of the New Testament. At the same time, the materials included in the teacher 
edition will minimize the need for extensive research.

HBCGS Student Edition $25.29

eHBCGS Student Edition e-book $14.99

HBCGT Teacher Edition $69.25

eHBCGT Teacher Edition e-book $16.49
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High School Bible  

Missio Dei (11–12)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Students explore and engage in God’s mission as the foundation for the story of the 
Bible, as the lens through which they all relate to others cross-culturally, and as the 
driving force for living “missionally” in whatever context they find themselves. 

7078 Student Edition $27.19
e7078 Student Edition e-book $16.09
7079 Journal $18.49
e7079 Journal e-book $10.89
7078KIT Print Kit (Book+Journal) $43.19
7077S Teacher Edition $69.25
e7077 Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

Let God Be GOD (9–10)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

This course encourages teens to wrestle with questions they frequently ask in a 
framework that draws the answers from Scripture. The attributes of God are organized 
into helpful categories: the knowledge of God, the Trinity, God’s unshared attributes, and 
God’s shared attributes.

HBLGS Student Edition $25.29

eHBLGS Student Edition e-book $14.99

HBLGT Teacher Edition $69.25

eHBLGT Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

Mastering Bible Study Skills (9–10)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Students will learn inductive Bible study methods—observation, interpretation, and 
application—to properly study Scripture. Teacher materials include detailed lesson plans, 
blackline masters, PowerPoint presentations, lecture notes, grading rubrics for projects, 
and answer keys for exercises and quizzes.

HBMBS Student Edition $25.29

eHBMBS Student Edition e-book $14.99

HBMBT Teacher Edition $69.25

eHBMBT Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

#LiveFully (11–12)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

One-semester course on the integration of worldview—how faith impacts seven major 
areas of life and culture. Students will be challenged to live as ‘salt’ and ‘light’ in a complex 
and changing world.

HBLFS Student Edition $17.29

eHBLFS Student Edition e-book $10.69

HBLFT Teacher Edition $99.99

eHBLFT Teacher Edition e-book $24.19

HBLFW Workbook $23.09

eHBLFW Workbook e-book $14.29

Timeless Truth (11–12)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

This apologetics course carefully walks students through the answers to important 
questions: What is truth? Where can truth be found? Is the Bible reliable and relevant? 
Timeless Truth directs students in a thoughtful study of the authenticity, reliability, and 
authority of the Bible.

7064 Student Edition $25.29

e7064 Student Edition e-book $14.99

7065S Teacher Edition $69.25

e7065 Teacher Edition e-book $16.49

Life-Shaping Decisions (11–12) PRICE

This course challenges students with a biblical concept of career stewardship. The lessons 
will lead them to discover their talents, understand important principles of decision 
making, and determine the will of God.   

7066 Student Edition $25.29

7067 Teacher Edition $69.25

Blueprints (11–12)     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

A companion, one-semester course to #LiveFully that will walk students through the challenges 
and opportunities they will face through seven major stages of life. With biblical theology as a 
foundation, students will acquire a new perspective about the present as well as a hopeful vision 
for their future as a Christ follower. 

HBBPS Student Edition $32.99

eHBBPS Student Edition e-book $10.69

HBBPT Teacher Edition $99.99

eHBBPT Teacher Edition e-book $24.19

Understanding the Times (11–12) PRICE

Understanding the Times is an invitation to the study of worldviews. Designed as a 
one- or two-semester course, it is a sequential, discussion-based program that introduces 
compelling and helpful ways to think about and engage with the world. This is the print 
version of the course.  *  E-BOOK  Available from Summit Ministries at 
https://understandingthetimes.com/order/  (use coupon code ACSI when ordering)

HBUTS Student Edition $27.95
HBUTM Manual $19.95
HBUTT Teacher Edition $89.95
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Museum of the Bible Courses

Genesis to Ruth PRICE

HBMOTB1S Student Edition $34.95

HBMOTB1T Teacher Edition $64.95

Samuel through 
the Prophets PRICE

HBMOTB2S Student Edition $34.95

HBMOTB2T Teacher Edition $64.95

The Gospels PRICE

HBMOTB3S Student Edition $34.95

HBMOTB3T Teacher Edition $64.95

Acts through the 
Book of Revelation PRICE

HBMOTB4S Student Edition $34.95

HBMOTB4T Teacher Edition $64.95

Museum of the Bible has developed 
high school courses that use 
cutting-edge technology, rich 
content, and superb artwork 
and photography to bring Bible 
instruction to life. In 4 separate 
courses (each designed for either 
one or two semesters), students will 
explore the history, narrative, and 
impact of the Bible. Each course 
includes hundreds of interactive 
media elements including virtual 
reality, animations, 3D models, 
interactive maps, gamified quizzes 
and more.  

Series Features
• 4 Volumes 
   - Vol 1: Genesis – Ruth (26 chapters)

 - Vol 2: Samuel – Prophets (28 chapters)

 - Vol 3: The Gospels (26 chapters)

 - Vol 4: Acts – Book of Revelation 
   (28 chapters)

• Augmented Reality
 Includes 463 interactive activities
 accessible through the student app

• Teacher Edition purchase includes: 
User Management System access to 
pre- and post-course assessments, 
slide presentations, chapter tests, and 
supplemental handouts. 
 
Student Edition provides rich and engaging 
content for students to read and comprehend.  
Teacher Edition includes activities and 
discussions as well as suggestions for guiding 
instruction. Student Edition pages are 
embedded in the Teacher Edition.
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Develop Christlike character with 
simultaneous core-trait training through 
the Character Foundation K–6 textbook 
grade series. Available in an English or 
Spanish print format, reinforce concepts 
through memory verses, specific Bible 
character study, practical applications 
and parent connections.

Series Features

• Parent communicators provide ideas for 
reinforcing concepts and spiritual truths at home. 
Practical application themes are unique to each 
grade level.

• Memory verses help illustrate and embed 
concepts.

• Lower grades study a variety of Bible characters; 
upper grades do in-depth studies of individual 
Bible characters.

Kindergarten PRICE

7025 Student (English) $15.99
7026 Teacher (English) $20.99
7005 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7006 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 1 PRICE

7027 Student (English) $15.99
7028 Teacher (English) $20.99
7007 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7008 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 2 PRICE

7029 Student (English) $15.99
7030 Teacher (English) $20.99
7009 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7010 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 3 PRICE

7031 Student (English) $15.99
7032 Teacher (English) $20.99
7011 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7012 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 4 PRICE

7033 Student (English) $15.99
7034 Teacher (English) $20.99
7013 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7014 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 5 PRICE

7035 Student (English) $15.99
7036 Teacher (English) $20.99
7015 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7016 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Grade 6 PRICE

7037 Student (English) $15.99
7038 Teacher (English) $20.99
7017 Student (Spanish) $15.99
7018 Teacher (Spanish) $20.99

Character Foundation (Kindergarten–Grade 6)



The NEW Language Arts series, K-Grade 2, 
weaves together the wonders of oral and written 
language with a biblical worldview. This research-
based series has been developed using the 
guidelines of The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum as well as national and college-and-
career-readiness standards. Integral components 
include systematic phonics instruction as well as 
spelling with vocabulary instruction. Students 
will be exposed to a variety of literary genres 
through decodable and leveled readers and will 
practice grammar and writing.  Teachers will 
appreciate reader guides for the decodable and 
leveled readers as well as the literature guides for 
the suggested read-aloud story books. 

Student Edition Features
• A full-color, consumable textbook with perforated  pages  

offering practice and application of phonics; grammar 
conventions; comprehension; and review

• A full-color, consumable student spelling workbook for grades 
1-2 includes spelling practice and review  incorporating phonics 
exercises

 
 
 
 
 

Teacher Edition Features
• A full-color, coil-bound resource with solid, foundational 

instruction along with ideas for literacy centers and other 
activities accommodating multiple learning styles and providing 
differentiated instruction with integrated biblical worldview

• Shows student pages with answers for easy referencing 

• Contains daily objectives and instruction for phonics, spelling 
(grades 1-2), grammar, writing, reading skills, comprehension, 
vocabulary, and literature

• Online materials including reader guides, reader strategies, 
diagnostic tests, assessments, digital masters, and blackline 
masters
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Language Arts (Kindergarten–Grade 2) 
Coming 
for your

2020–2021 
school year

TEACHER EDITIONSPELLING FOR LANGUAGE ARTS (G1-2)
STUDENT EDITION



    Grade K     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

        5010K1 Student Edition $18.99
        5010K2 Teacher Edition $93.99
        e5010K2 Teacher's Edition e-book $20.49
        5010K3DR Decodable Readers 1 (set of 6) $59.99

    Grade 2     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

         501021 Student Edition $18.99
         501023SP Spelling Student Edition $9.99
         501022 Teacher Edition $93.99
         e501022 Teacher Edition e-book $20.49

         501023LR1 Leveled Readers 2 (set of 6) $87.49

      501023LR2 Leveled Readers 3 (set of 6) $87.49

 Language Arts Kit                               PRICE

      501993 Kit (Grades K-2) $900.00

    Grade 1     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

        501011 Student Edition $18.99

        501013SP Spelling Student Edition $9.99
        501012 Teacher Edition $93.99
        e501012 Teacher Edition e-book $20.49
        501013DR Decodable Readers 2 (set of 6) $82.99
        501013LR        Leveled Readers 1 (set of 6)       $87.49

 

Readers

• Carefully authored reading materials based on research by The Fountas and 
Pinnell Literacy Continuum as well as other well-known literacy and vocabulary 
development research

• Phonics-based, colorfully illustrated decodable and leveled readers accompanied 
by reader strategies and guides that provide a solid foundation for literacy 
while instilling an enjoyment of reading a variety of topics and genres including 
informational text

    -  Kindergarten: 15 foldable blackline master decodable readers

     -  Kindergarten:  6 decodable readers (64 pages each)

     -  First Grade:  6 decodable readers (144 pages each) and 6 leveled readers 
         (160 page each)

     -  Second Grade: 12 leveled readers (160 pages each)

     -  Essential part of the overall program creating shared reading experiences; sold
         separately

Language Arts (Kindergarten–Grade 2) Language Arts (Kindergarten–Grade 2)  
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Language Arts (Kindergarten–Grade 2)  

Grade 1

• Guided and independent phonics practice, high-frequency word 
work, independent grammar practice, integrated reading and 
listening comprehension sections

Grade 2

• Guided and independent phonics practice; high-frequency 
word work; independent grammar practice; frequent reading 
and listening comprehension sections, including fiction and 
nonfiction texts

A language arts kit is sold separately and provides great kinesthetic, learning opportunities through the use of items 
such as alpha cards, alpha tiles, multi-purpose placemats, blends center, modular phonics flip charts and more.



Elementary Science (Levels 1–6)  

The inquiry-based science series provides a 
hands-on approach to science education that 
develops critical thinking skills. Students will 
learn the processes and language of science 
integrated with a biblical worldview. 

What teachers are saying ...
It is exciting for me to finally have a science curriculum 
available that is based on God’s Word and causes each 
student to develop critical thinking skills.

 —Sixth-grade science teacher

Student Edition Features

• For Levels 1-3: consumable, 
full-color student books with 
a take-home booklet for each 
chapter

• For Levels 4-6: full-color student 
hardcover textbook and 
softcover science notebook for 
hands-on application practice, 
and review 

Teacher Edition Features

• Embedded student book pages 
for easy cross-referencing

• Cross-curricular connections

• Online resources including 
blackline masters, digital 
displays, and computer 
presentations

• Science Equipment Kit  
(sold separately)

STUDENT EDITION

TEACHER EDITION
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Elementary Science (Levels 1–6)  

Level 1     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Explore God’s world of mammals, fish, birds, and insects; discover 
movement, machines, matter, and space.  Study healthy living and learn 
about the heart, lungs, stomach, muscle, teeth, and bones. 

20011 Student Edition $23.99

20012 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20012 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Level 3     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Discover God’s world of ecosystems and the life of plants. Explore 
matter, motion and force, electricity, magnets, earth’s surface, and the 
solar system. Study the musculoskeletal and nervous systems, as well as 
healthy habits of diet, sleep, and exercise.

20031 Student Edition $23.99

20032 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20032 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Level 6     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Explore classifications, cell processes, heredity and genetics, the Periodic 
Table of Elements, states of matter, ocean movement, rocks and the geologic 
layers, and astronomy.  Study the interactions of systems in the human body, 
body stewardship, and an optional chapter on the reproductive system 
(teacher edition only).

20061 Student Edition $34.49

e20061 Student Edition e-book $10.69

20063 Student Notebook $18.09

e20063 Student Notebook e-book $10.59

20062 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20062 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

              Science Equipment Kit

7519 Science Equipment Kit $1,029.00

Level 5     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Explore natural cycles, life cycles, cells, and ecological succession; measure 
and study matter and force; study electricity and magnetism; investigate 
earth’s processes, natural resources, weather, and climate; explore the 
sun, earth, and moon; study healthy habits, disease, and human immune 
system.

20051 Student Edition $34.49

e20051 Student Edition e-book $10.69

20053 Student Notebook $18.09

e20053 Student Notebook e-book $10.59

20052 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20052 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Level 4     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Investigate the design, order, diversity, and system of life; explore energy, 
heat, light, sound, motion, force, and matter.  Discover the lithosphere, 
hydrosphere, atmosphere, and universe.  Learn about the systems of the 
human body.

20041 Student Edition $34.49
e20041 Student Edition e-book $10.69
20043 Student Notebook $18.09

e20043 Student Notebook e-book $10.59

20042 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20042 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Level 2     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Study God’s world of plants, vertebrates, invertebrates, and habitats; 
discover energy, heat and light, weather, and the ocean.  Study the 
human body through sound, sight, touch, taste, and smell.

20021 Student Edition $23.99

20022 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20022 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00
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Science (Grades 6–9)

Life, Earth & Space, and Physical Science 

Spark the wonder of science into 
students' hearts with these subject-
specific courses designed for grades 
6–9. Hands-on scientific inquiry and 
investigation will foster critical-thinking 
skills and enhance a biblical worldview 
of God's creation.

 
Student Edition Features 

 •  Full-color hardcover textbook with       
    consumable lab manual (sold separately) 

 
Teacher Edition Features 

• Available as a coil-bound book or e-book, 
teachers will value the organized content loaded 
with activities, tips and a hand list of needed 
equipment for each lesson 

• Student pages are embedded for easy reference

• Blackline and transparency masters are available 
online

• Lab manual answers provided

Life Science              E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

20071 Student Edition $48.39

e20071 Student Edition e-book $14.89

20073 Lab Manual $21.49

e20073 Lab Manual e-book $12.89

20072 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20072 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Earth & 
Space Science                     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

20081 Student Edition $48.39

e20081 Student Edition e-book $14.89

20083 Lab Manual $21.49

e20083 Lab Manual e-book $12.89

20082 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20082 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Physical Science                E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

20091 Student Edition $48.39

e20091 Student Edition e-book $14.89

20093 Lab Manual $21.44

e20093 Lab Manual e-book $12.93

20092 Teacher Edition $93.99

e20092 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

 



Talking About Life’s Changes 
Middle School PRICE

7604 Student Edition (Soft Cover) $28.39

7600 Student Workbook $12.29

7605 Workbook Answer Key $7.49

7601 Teacher Edition $79.19

7602 Test and Quiz Master Book $20.89

Choices for a Winning Lifestyle 
High School PRICE

7607 Student Edition (Soft Cover) $28.39

7608 Teacher Edition $79.19

7609 Test and Quiz Master Book $20.89

Total Health (Middle School and High School)

Discovery Streaming

Supplement your science learning with a 
one-semester course that biblically and 
scientifically addresses physical, mental, 
social, and spiritual health.

$7.90 per Student, not to exceed the maximum

$670.00 Minimum (84 or fewer students)

$1,565.00 Maximum (Over 205 students)

$9.65 per Student, not to exceed the maximum

$905.00 Minimum (98 or fewer students) 

$2,520.00 Maximum (Over 257 students) 

Discovery Education Streaming is a powerful 
and inclusive multimedia resource. Designed 
and driven by state standards, Discovery 
Education Streaming uses engaging 
multimedia resources to add power to 
lessons while supporting rigorous curriculum 
requirements. Through the ACSI partnership, 
you will receive a discount on this fantastic 
service giving you access to thousands of 
multi-media files to enhance your classroom 
instruction. 

For additional Information go to 
purposefuldesign.com and click on 
“Discovery Education” at the bottom  
of the page.
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Build a strong foundation with the Purposeful Design 
Publication Mathematics series.  Students will grow in 
confidence as they master problem-solving skills and  
real-life application through manipulative use and 
modeling. Project-based learning provides STEM and 
biblical worldview connections throughout. 

7226 Math Manipulatives Kit
 (revised)   $769.00

Student Edition Features

• Full-color textbooks available in softcover for grades 
K-6 and as an e-book for grades 4-6.  Intermediate 
courses A&B available in e-book.

• Project-based learning activities that provide STEM and 
biblical worldview connections

Teacher Edition Features

• Full-color coil-bound or e-book format with 
embedded student book pages for easy reference

• Formative and summative assessments for all levels

• Online resources including blackline masters, pretests, 
static and editable tests, and practice, review, and 
enrichment activities

Mathematics (Kindergarten–Grade 8)  
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Mathematics (Kindergarten–Grade 8) 

Intermediate A  (Grade 7)           E-BOOK ONLY PRICE

Place value, square roots, and exponents; fractions and decimals; expressions and 
equations; integers; equations and inequalities; plane and solid geometry; coordinate 
systems; ratio, proportion, and percent; customary and metric measurement; rational 
numbers; probability. Available in e-book format only.*

e7222 Student Edition e-book $12.69
e7223 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Kindergarten  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Classifying and sorting; exploring patterns; counting, ordering, and comparing numbers; 
discovering addition and subtraction; counting money; telling analog and digital time to 30 
minutes; identifying solids, shapes, and equal parts; measurement in length, height, width, 
and temperature.

400K1 Student Edition $22.29

400K2 Teacher Edition $93.99

e400K2 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

       E-BOOK AVAILABLEGrade 1  2nd Edition PRICE

Addition and subtraction fact families to 10; adding and subtracting three-digit numbers 
and money; time to the quarter hour; shapes and rotation; place value; fractions to ¼; 
graphs and maps; measurement in customary and metric; problem solving.

40011 Student Edition $22.29

40012 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40012 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 2  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Patterns and place value; addition and subtraction; geometry and measurement; place 
value to thousands; multiplication and division; time and money; 2-digit addition/
subtraction; addition and subtraction with regrouping; larger numbers; fractions and 
measurement.

40021 Student Edition $22.29

40022 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40022 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 3  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Place value; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts and problems; 
geometry; measurement; fractions; decimals; time and money; equations

40031 Student Edition $22.29

40032 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40032 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 4  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Place value; addition; subtraction; geometry; multiplication and division facts and 
problems; multi-digit multiplication and division; fractions; decimals; measurement; 
temperature; time.

40041 Student Edition $22.29

e40041 Student Edition e-book $12.69

40042 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40042 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 6  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of whole numbers, decimals, fractions 
and integers; inverse operations; exponents and square roots; geometric properties; ratio, 
proportion, and percent; area, perimeter, and volume; probability; application of statistics; 
graphing.

40061 Student Edition $22.29

e40061 Student Edition e-book $12.69

40062 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40062 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Intermediate B  (Grade 8)     E-BOOK ONLY PRICE

Algebraic expressions and connection; integers, coordinate system, properties of 
exponents and negative exponents; statistics; rational numbers; equations and inequalities; 
linear equations; measurement in geometry and geometric relationships; polynomials; 
probability; ratio, proportion, and percent. Available in e-book format only.*

e7224 Student Edition  e-book $12.69

e7225 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 5  2nd Edition     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Place value; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, decimals, 
and fractions; exponents; geometric properties; customary and metric measurement; ratios, 
proportion, and percent; area, perimeter, and volume; statistics, graphing, probability; rational 
numbers

40051 Student Edition $22.29

e40051 Student Edition e-book $12.69

40052 Teacher Edition $93.99

e40052 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

*E-Book format includes online resources: blackline masters and transparencies.



Student Edition Features
• Colorful and engaging photographs  
    and illustrations depicting children     
    and adults from different countries

• Stories taught through mini-books

Passport to Adventure (English as a Foreign Language)

Introduce the English 
language to non-English 
speaking students with 
the engaging 8-level 
textbook series, Passport to 
Adventure.  Developed by 

experts in language acquisition, worldview 
formation, and TESOL, students with no 
English experience can begin to explore 
the world beyond their classroom utilizing 
creative multimodal instructional activities 
including songs, chants, audio prompts, 
and more.  

This series is only available in print.

Series Features
• Full-color student and teacher books

• TESOL-standards based lessons 

• Multimodal instructional activities at all levels, 
including singing, speaking, listening, stories, and 
writing 

• English language vocabulary relevant for subject-
area instruction in social studies, math, science, and 
literature

Teacher Edition Features
Passport to Adventure incorporates proven tools needed 
to offer excellent instruction

• Integrates character education  
  and English language goals based   
  on TESOL standards

•  Focuses on relevant English   
   vocabulary for content area   
   instruction in social studies,  
    science, math, and literature

•  Additional online resources

Wonder A (Ages 3–4) PRICE

Unit themes include 
Introduction to School, 
People, Everyday Activities, 
and Animals.

30011 Student Edition $16.55

30012 Teacher Edition $60.00

Wonder B (Ages 4–5) PRICE

Unit themes include 
Introduction to School, 
People, Everyday Activities, 
and Animals.

30021 Student Edition $16.55

30022 Teacher Edition $60.00

Imagine (Ages 5–6) PRICE

Unit themes include Patterns, 
Nature, Community, and 
Myself.

30031 Student Edition $16.55

30032 Teacher Edition $60.00

Discover A (Ages 6–7) PRICE

Unit themes include Patterns, 
Nature, Community, and Myself.

30041 Student Edition $16.55

30042 Teacher Edition $60.00

Discover B (Ages 7–8) PRICE

Unit themes include Patterns, 
Nature, Community, and Myself.

30051 Student Edition $16.55

30052 Teacher Edition $60.00

Explore A (Ages 8–9) PRICE

Unit themes include At School 
and Play, Inside My House, 
Around the Town, Under My 
Feet, and Beside the River.

30061 Student Edition $16.55

30062 Teacher Edition $60.00

Explore B (Ages 9–10) PRICE

Unit themes include: 
Discovering through Smell, 
Taste, Sight, Hearing, and  Touch.

30071 Student Edition $16.55

30072 Teacher Edition $60.00

Explore C (Ages 10–11) PRICE

Unit themes include Around 
the World, Across the Desert, 
Over the Mountains, Under 
the Sea, and Out in Space.

30081 Student Edition $16.55

30082 Teacher Edition $60.00
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Spelling Plus (Grades 1–6) 

Integrate Spelling Plus with any 
language arts series to provide 
six levels of 36 week-long lessons 
with in-depth and research-based 
phonetic instruction. Students 
will learn strong decoding and 
encoding skills while building 
confidence with high-frequency, 
pattern, and challenge word lists. 
Teachers will enjoy the ease and 
flexibility of use along with biblical 
integration. 

Student Edition Features
• Full-color, consumable softcover with a 

different theme for every level making learning 
fun and constantly engaging 

Teacher Edition Features
• Full-color, coil-bound resource with extension 
    activities accommodating multiple learning 
    syles and differentiated instruction

• Instruction in proofreading and using 
proofreading marks

• Online access to blackline masters and visual 
aids  

Grade 1  Theme – Animal World     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Readiness lessons using teacher-directed whole-group activities to review one 
consonant per day, followed by word list lessons and review lessons. Each lesson is 
designed for five days with 20–30 minutes of instruction per day.  

60011 Student Edition $20.89

60012 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60012 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 2  Theme – Family and Community     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Thirty-six lessons using whole-group and individual student activities. Word list lessons 
and review lessons are designed for five days with 20–30 minutes of instruction per day. 

60021 Student Edition $20.89

60022 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60022 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 3  Theme – Transportation     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Thirty-six lessons using whole-group and individual student activities. Word list lessons 
and review lessons are designed for five days with 20–30 minutes of instruction per day. 

60031 Student Edition $20.89

60032 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60032 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 4  Theme – The World     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Thirty-six lessons using whole-group and individual student activities. Word list lessons 
and review lessons are designed for five days with 30–40 minutes of instruction per day. 

60041 Student Edition $20.89

e60041 Student Edition e-book $12.19

60042 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60042 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 5 Theme – Created Wonders     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Thirty-six lessons using whole-group and individual student activities. Word list lessons 
and review lessons are designed for five days with 30–40 minutes of instruction per day. 

60051 Student Edition $20.89

e60051 Student Edition e-book $12.19

60052 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60052 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Grade 6  Theme – Sports     E-BOOK AVAILABLE PRICE

Thirty-six lessons using whole-group and individual student activities. Word list lessons 
and review lessons are designed for five days with 30–40 minutes of instruction per day. 

60061 Student Edition $20.89

e60061 Student Edition e-book $12.19

60062 Teacher Edition $93.99

e60062 Teacher Edition e-book $22.00

Spelling Plus is exactly what we were searching for... The books are logically organized by how to spell sounds of English, beginning with the most common way to spell each sound, 
then adding additional spelling possibilities as the unit unfolds. Spelling lists are a good combination...  I look forward to seeing the impact on our students of this well-thought-out 
spelling curriculum!                                                                       
         Ms. Hall, Lindsay Lane Christian Academy in Georgia



Elementary & Middle School Literature (Grades 3–8)

The Mosdos Press Literature series provides a strong cross-
section of various literature genres, both classic and 
contemporary. Available only in print, this series teaches 
writing, vocabulary, and language arts featuring original 
artwork and graphics along with an index of authors 
and titles, and a glossary of literary terms and author 
biographies.  The student workbook also includes original 
prose with comprehensive questions to prepare students 
for standardized testing. 

Teacher Edition
Designed to help educators excel in the teaching 
of language arts—including literature, writing, 
and vocabulary.

Student Edition
Each student edition includes original artwork and 
graphics, a cross-selection of various genres of 
literature, a index of authors and titles, glossaries  

of vocabulary and literary terms, and author biographies.

The workbooks also include original prose with comprehensive questions 
designed to prepare students for standardized tests.

Opal (Grade 3) PRICE

OPLS Student Text $58.00
OPLW Student Workbook $23.00
OPLT Teacher Edition $80.00
TM3 Testmaster CD $69.95

Ruby (Grade 4) PRICE

RBYS Student Text $58.00
RBYW Student Workbook $23.00
RBYT Teacher Edition $80.00
TM4 Testmaster CD $69.95

Coral (Grade 5) PRICE

CRLS Student Text $58.00
CRLW Student Workbook $23.00
CRLT Teacher Edition $80.00
TM5 Testmaster CD $69.95

Pearl (Grade 6) PRICE

PRLS Student Text $58.00
PRLW Student Workbook $23.00
PRLT Teacher Edition $80.00
TM6 Testmaster CD $69.95

Jade (Grade 7) PRICE

JADES Student Text $58.00
JADEW Student Workbook $23.00
JADET Teacher Edition $80.00
TM7 Testmaster CD $69.95

Gold (Grade 8) PRICE

GOLDS Student Text $58.00
GOLDW Student Workbook $23.00
GOLDT Teacher Edition $80.00
TM8 Testmaster CD $69.95

Silver: A Collection of 
Short Stories (Grades 5-8)

An anthology that brings quality 
contemporary and classic short stories to 
the middle school classroom.

SILS Student Text $12.95
SILT Teacher Edition $16.00

Other products from Mosdos Press
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High School Literature (Grades 9–12)

Student Edition
Students will discover an exciting grouping of short 
stories, novellas, dramas, novels, and noteworthy 
nonfiction. Check quizzes, textual sidebars, literary 
critiques, writing workshops, journal workshops, 
handbooks of writing skills, grammar, and vocabulary 
workshops are just a few of the innovative instructional 
features.

Teacher Edition
Designed to help educators excel in the teaching 
of language arts—including literature, writing, and 
vocabulary. The teacher edition includes:

•  Handbooks of grammar and writing skills
•  Standardized proficiency examinations
• Check quizzes
• Glossary
• Literacy critiques
•  Vocabulary and writing/journal workshops
• Teacher notes

Implications of Literature Explorer 
Level (Grade 9)                                                         PRICE

IMPL Student Text $50.00
IMPLT Teacher Edition $75.00
IMPLCD Test Generators CD $119.99

Implications of Literature Navigator 
Level (Grade 10)                                                       PRICE

NAVI Student Text $55.00
NAVIT Teacher Edition $75.00
NAVICD Test Generators CD $119.99

Implications of Literature Pioneer 
Level (Grade 11)                                                       PRICE

PION Student Text $50.00
PIONT Teacher Edition $75.00
PIONCD Test Generators CD $119.99

Implications of Literature 
Trailblazer Level (Grade 12)                        PRICE

TRLB Student Text $60.00
TRLBT Teacher Edition $90.00
TRLBCD Test Generators CD $119.99

Implications of the  
Short Story Pathfinder (Grades 9-10)             PRICE

ISSP Student Text $19.95
ISSPT Teacher Edition $29.95

Implications of the  
Short Story Vanguard (Grades 11-12)           PRICE

ISSV Student Text $19.95
ISSVT Teacher Edition $29.95

Other Resources from TextWord Press                        PRICE

COTW The Call of the Wild Student $9.99
COTWT The Call of the Wild Teacher Edition $19.99

CAES Julius Caesar Student $10.99
CAEST Julius Caesar Teacher Edition $19.99

CONS Constructing the House of Language Student $13.99
CONST Constructing the House of Language Teacher Edition $25.00

The high school TextWord Press 
literature series, Implications of Literature, 
creates strong comprehension, writing, 
and communication skills through 
the study of different classic and 
contemporary literature genres. Students 
will appreciate the innovative instructional 
features such as literary critiques, various 
workshops for journaling, writing, 
grammar or vocabulary and more. 
Teachers will value the assessment 
features including check quizzes and  
standardized proficiency examinations.



Textbook Training & Resources

Textbook Training
We are here to serve you and to help you 
to be successful in your classroom. 
 

At Purposeful Design Publications, we 
understand that you, as a teacher or an 
administrator, work hard each day to 
shape and guide successful futures for 
your students. Giving students the skills 
necessary to thrive is important to us here 
at PDP. And to that end, we are committed 
to partner with you to equip and support 
you to effect positive change in your  
classrooms. 
 

Recorded WebinarsRegional Trainings Live Webinars

For more information, email us at pdptraining@acsi.org.

Purposeful Design Publications offers quality textbook training that delivers current  
research, best practices, and biblical worldview integration as essential elements for the 
classroom success. Our training, developed by teachers for teachers, is available to you.  
You can also earn CEUs for training.
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Online Resources
From digital and blackline 
masters to visual aids and more,  
we supplement each teacher 
edition with online resources.

More than just textbooks, Purposeful Design 
Publications provides resources to equip educators. 

Textbook Training & Resources

W
alking wi th  God in the Cl assr oom 

Van Brummelen

Harro Van Brummelen

Walking with God
  in the Classroom

Christian Approaches to Teaching and Learning
Third Edition

Walking with God
  in the Classroom Third Edition

In , Harro Van Brummelen presents a 

comprehensive view of classroom teaching and learning for the Christian 

educator. A broad scope of topics—the role of the teacher, classroom structure, 

learning models, curriculum development, student assessment, and many 

others—are skillfully presented within the framework of a biblical view of the 

person and of knowledge. Every chapter contains numerous suggestions, 

examples, and activities for immediate application.

Whether you are a veteran teacher or you are just beginning a career in 

education, let Dr. Van Brummelen encourage and challenge you in your role as 

a Christian teacher. As you walk with God and with your students, God will use 

you to help shape them to be responsive disciples in the kingdom of God. 

Harro Van Brummelen, EdD is a Professor and former Dean of the School of 

Education at Trinity Western University in Langley, British Columbia. A companion 

volume to this book is , also 

published by Purposeful Design Publications.

ISBN 1-58331-098-4     6605
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School governance matters. A school’s governance model 
determines the answer to three critical questions: How does the school identify and protect 
its foundational beliefs? How does the school develop and promote its vision and mission? 
How does the school identify the roles of those in authority, determine the process for 
decision making, and ensure accountability? � is book introduces, describes, and advocates 
for the mission-directed governance model. � is model has been e� ective in helping leaders 
of Christian schools more e� ectively address organization, purpose, and priority through an 
organizational structure that will challenge familiar traditions and culture; liberate and motivate 
leaders, faculty, and sta� ; and reduce internal con� icts and politics. Under the mission-directed 
governance model the school will be encouraged to de� ne its ideals and to more consciously 
focus and coordinate every aspect of the organization toward accomplishing its mission and 
vision while holding fast to its essential positions of faith and philosophy. 

————————>><<————————

One thing is clear to me: it’s about mission! During my 25 years of military service and during 
my tenure as superintendent and now CSI president, I have witnessed great success when the 
mission is clearly de� ned—and great disaster when the mission is either ambiguous or ever-
changing. Len’s mission-directed governance model allows school boards and administrators to 
work together to de� ne and accomplish their mission in a way that glori� es God.

Joel Westa, President and CEO, Christian Schools International

� is book is a great read for anyone involved in Christian school leadership. It provides a 
fresh insight into governance and how it relates to the relentless pursuit of a clear focus, 
innovation, vision, and unity.

Daniel Egeler, President, Association of Christian Schools International

� e best schools are governed by the best boards. Board leadership matters, and Len 
has uncovered a pathway for successful school boards to tread. Mission Directed brings 
together the why and the how—the philosophical underpinnings of why such a governance 
model works, immediately followed by how this model could work in your school. As the 
generational transfer of Christian school leadership takes place across North America, this 
resource is a “must-read-and-follow” for new board leaders.

Ryan Zonnefeld, Director, Teacher Preparation Program, Dordt College;
Timothy Van Soelen, Director, Center for the Advancement of Christian Education

Everything � ows from the mission of the school, and a clear mission is accomplished through 
commitment—not compliance. Len Stob’s mission-directed governance model focuses all the 
dimensions of the Christian school on accomplishing the school’s stated purpose or mission. 
� is does not happen without e� ort. An excellent “must read” for every school administrator 
and school board member who desires excellence in education.

Don Holwerda, Executive Director, EduSource Unlimited
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Developing a Worldview Approach 
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Students today are surrounded by competing and contradictory 
worldviews. They look to their teachers for guidance, but too often, 
teachers feel ill-equipped to present a compelling and integrated biblical 
worldview—leaving students with splintered perspectives that separate 
“secular” from “sacred.”

In Undivided: Developing a Worldview Approach to Biblical Integration, 
Dr. Martha E. MacCullough identifies the prominent worldviews in 
our culture and presents a model for biblical integration that fosters 
worldview thinking in teachers and students—and can be used even by 
teachers with no formal biblical training.  

Through strategic curriculum design and committed biblical study, 
teachers at any level, kindergarten through college, can develop 
wholehearted students who think and act out of a biblical worldview 
in life and learning.

Rethinking
Sustainability

A Strategic Financial Model for Christian Schools

Alan Pue

Rethinking
 Sustainability: A Strategic Financial M

odel for Christian Schools | Pue

ISBN 978-1-58331-393-0 6519

Will Your School Survive?

When you first took the reins of a Christian school, did you discover that your graduate 
degree in school administration had not quite prepared you for the financial challenges 
of school leadership? Have you often operated in financial crisis mode? If so, you’re 
not alone; the very existence of many Christian schools is in jeopardy today because of 
financial issues!

Drawing on his deep expertise and broad experience, Dr. Alan Pue has written this 
groundbreaking financial handbook for Christian school leaders. You will be challenged 
to examine your assumptions about Christian school finance, establish biblically sound 
financial principles, develop reliable streams of revenue—and much, much more!

Are you concerned about the sustainability of your school? Dr. Pue’s insights, warnings, 
and advice can help your school not only survive, but thrive!

Alan Pue, EdD, served for several years as a Christian school teacher, guidance 
counselor, coach, and headmaster at a school in Delaware. He also served as the senior 
vice president and the provost of the Master’s College in California for five years. Dr. 
Pue is currently the president of the Barnabas Group. He travels extensively throughout 
North America speaking at Christian school conferences and working with ministry 
leaders in the areas of strategic planning, governance, and marketing. He is the author 
of more than two dozen published articles and a regular columnist for the SEAL, a 
leadership newsletter published by ACSI.

“Thanks, I needed that!” Like the old slap-in-the-face aftershave commercial, Alan is 
calling us to take a hard look in our financial mirror, while giving us a timely (but loving) 
cuff across our administrative head. Through his veteran insight and experience, he has 
related a number of key principles, and confirmed one ... that the pain of not changing 
is growing greater than the pain of change. Bravo! 
 
Bill Stevens 
Head of School, Wilmington Christian School 
Hockessin, DE

Keys
for

Building
Effective
School

Discipline

M
orrish

or the past twenty years, teachers have been taught to deal with 
student behavior by using a set of strategies known as “Classroom 
Management.” These strategies are designed to keep students on 

task, minimize disruptions and maintain general control of the learning 
environment. Important? Absolutely—but it’s not discipline.

With All Due Respect helps teachers develop their personal discipline skills 
and also teaches the essential strategies for building discipline as a team. 
Teachers learn how to:
• increase time for teaching 
• improve standards for student work 
• put the authority back in the teacher role 
• decrease reliance on punishment and suspension

Techniques that work! Almeria Middle School in Fontana, California 
decreased student misconduct by over 55% using these techniques. 
“Never in my career as a school administrator have so many teachers, 
veteran and new, come to me with such positive evaluations.”

—Richard Roth, Principal, Almeria Middle School

Ronald Morrish has been an educator and 
behavior consultant since 1972 and holds a 
Masters Degree in Education from the University 
of Toronto. He is an international speaker 
and workshop leader. His first book, Secrets of 
Discipline, helped countless teachers and parents 
improve their skills for teaching children to be 
responsible, cooperative and respectful.

Classroom 
management 
you can do 
by yourself; 

school discipline 
must be done 

as a team.

 Ronald G. Morrish

6505
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Full-Service
Assessments 2017 Norms 2017 Norms

 
2018 Norms  

(3-year rolling norms)
NWEA-MAP Suite

2015 Norms

Grade Level K-12 K-12 3-10 K-12

Test Format Paper/Pencil, Standardized Paper/Pencil, Online, Standardized Online, Paper/Pencil, Standardized Online, Adaptive

Test Window Fall/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring

Standards 
Alignment

National Council of Teachers of English, and National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, National Science 
Standards and Council for Social Studies, National 
Assessment of Educational Progress

College and Career Readiness 

National Core and Leading State Standards, 

International Standards (TIMMS, PISA, PIRLS)

National Assessment of Educational Progress

ACT College & Career Readiness  Standards and 
Benchmarks

Anchored to the ACT test

Common Core

State Standards

Next Generation Science

AERO

College and Career Readiness

Available
Scores

Norm-referenced Comparisons

ACT Predictive Scores

Objective Mastery 

Lexile Range

ACSI/Regional Comparisons

Anticipated Achievement & Cognitive  
Skills Index (w/InView)

Norm-referenced Comparisons

ACT & SAT Predictive Scores

College & Career Readiness Level

Lexile Range/Quantile Range

ACSI/Regional Comparisons

Domain/Skill Performance Level

Anticipated Achievement & Ability Profile      
(w/CogAT)

ACT/PreACT Predictive Scores

STEM score

College & Career Readiness Level

National Percentile Rank

Standard & Skills Performance

Scale Scores

ACSI Comparisons

RIT Score

Lexile Range

State Aligned Projected Proficiency

Projected Student Growth

ACT & SAT Predictive Scores

Student Goal Scores

Instructional Area Scores

Comprehension and Foundational Skills 

Scoring 
Turnaround 

Time

15 business days of materials receipt 10 business days of materials receipt for 
paper/pencil

24-48 hours for online testing

30-45 days from close of test window Typically within 24 hours

Program 
Products/Tools 

Available

InView (Cognitive Abilities Test)

Classroom Connections

CSP Home Activities

Support Manuals & Guides

Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test

Placement Tests

Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT)

CogAT Interactive Ability Profile System

Support Manuals & Guides via DataManager

ACT Periodics: Classrooms/Interims (administer 
w/ or w/o ACT Aspire)

ACT Academy

Exemplars

ACT Aspire Sandbox

ACT Knowledge Hub

MAP Growth (K-12)

MAP Reading Fluency (K-3)

MAP Skills (K-12)

College Explorer

Instructional Connections

Professional 
Development

ACSI provides free and customizable training for 
members; otherwise a fee may apply.

ACSI provides free and customizable training 
for members; otherwise a fee may apply.

ACSI provides free training for members; otherwise 
a fee may apply.

ACT Knowledge Hub

Multiple options available for purchase from 
NWEA-MAP.

NWEA Professional Learning Online

For more than 30 years, the ACSI Student Assessment Program has helped schools track student growth, measure 
instructional effectiveness, and optimize data for the future. Below is a side-by-side comparison of the different 
products we can assist you with.  

*

*Details provided for product comparison for current TerraNov 3 users. ACSI final administration is Spring 2021. 



Full-Service
Assessments 2017 Norms 2017 Norms

 
2018 Norms  

(3-year rolling norms)
NWEA-MAP Suite

2015 Norms

Grade Level K-12 K-12 3-10 K-12

Test Format Paper/Pencil, Standardized Paper/Pencil, Online, Standardized Online, Paper/Pencil, Standardized Online, Adaptive

Test Window Fall/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring Fall/Winter/Spring

Standards 
Alignment

National Council of Teachers of English, and National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, National Science 
Standards and Council for Social Studies, National 
Assessment of Educational Progress

College and Career Readiness 

National Core and Leading State Standards, 

International Standards (TIMMS, PISA, PIRLS)

National Assessment of Educational Progress

ACT College & Career Readiness  Standards and 
Benchmarks

Anchored to the ACT test

Common Core

State Standards

Next Generation Science

AERO

College and Career Readiness

Available
Scores

Norm-referenced Comparisons

ACT Predictive Scores

Objective Mastery 

Lexile Range

ACSI/Regional Comparisons

Anticipated Achievement & Cognitive  
Skills Index (w/InView)

Norm-referenced Comparisons

ACT & SAT Predictive Scores

College & Career Readiness Level

Lexile Range/Quantile Range

ACSI/Regional Comparisons

Domain/Skill Performance Level

Anticipated Achievement & Ability Profile      
(w/CogAT)

ACT/PreACT Predictive Scores

STEM score

College & Career Readiness Level

National Percentile Rank

Standard & Skills Performance

Scale Scores

ACSI Comparisons

RIT Score

Lexile Range

State Aligned Projected Proficiency

Projected Student Growth

ACT & SAT Predictive Scores

Student Goal Scores

Instructional Area Scores

Comprehension and Foundational Skills 

Scoring 
Turnaround 

Time

15 business days of materials receipt 10 business days of materials receipt for 
paper/pencil

24-48 hours for online testing

30-45 days from close of test window Typically within 24 hours

Program 
Products/Tools 

Available

InView (Cognitive Abilities Test)

Classroom Connections

CSP Home Activities

Support Manuals & Guides

Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test

Placement Tests

Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT)

CogAT Interactive Ability Profile System

Support Manuals & Guides via DataManager

ACT Periodics: Classrooms/Interims (administer 
w/ or w/o ACT Aspire)

ACT Academy

Exemplars

ACT Aspire Sandbox

ACT Knowledge Hub

MAP Growth (K-12)

MAP Reading Fluency (K-3)

MAP Skills (K-12)

College Explorer

Instructional Connections

Professional 
Development

ACSI provides free and customizable training for 
members; otherwise a fee may apply.

ACSI provides free and customizable training 
for members; otherwise a fee may apply.

ACSI provides free training for members; otherwise 
a fee may apply.

ACT Knowledge Hub

Multiple options available for purchase from 
NWEA-MAP.

NWEA Professional Learning Online

Student Assessment Program
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We are happy to provide free consultation as you seek to create or augment your current assessment program. 
When you sign up for the ACSI Student Assessment Program, your school will receive discount pricing, specialized 
consultation, and professional development training. Learn more at purposefuldesign.com or call 1-800-367-0798 
today.



Educational Resource Consultants

Julia Deen – julia@palmettofortis.com
California, Arizona, North & South Dakota

Aaron Higgs – aaron@palmettofortis.com
International, Alaska, Hawaii

Dan Kirsop – dan@palmettofortis.com
Washington, Oregon, New Mexico, Texas, Arkansas,  
Louisiana, New Jersey

Alice Brownlee – alice@palmettofortis.com
Montana, North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Delaware, Kansas, Oklahoma

Callie Summer – callie@palmettofortis.com
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, South Carolina, Maryland, Washington DC, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island 

Jamie Mellor – jamie@palmettofortis.com
Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York

Brenda Love – brenda@palmettofortis.com
Florida, Missouri, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont

Rebecca Wiles – rebecca@palmettofortis.com
Idaho, Wyoming, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan,  
West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio

®
A Division of ACSI

Cultivating transformation through educational resources 

Julia Deen
Aaron Higgs
Dan Kirsop
Alice Brownlee
Callie Summer
Jamie Mellor
Brenda Love
Rebecca Wiles
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Our Educational Resource Consultant team is ready to assist your school for both textbook and 
assessment products and services.  Call them directly at 1-800-484-0197 or connect with them via 
email as listed below.
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Ordering / Return Information 

Purchase of an e-book: Most textbook series are available in 

both print and e-book format (as noted in the catalog). An E-book 

purchase is a limited subscription to the content, meaning you 

will have access for a defined period, usually one full year from 

activation of the subscription code. For additional information 

about e-book purchasing, go to purposefuldesign.com and click 

on “Textbook Support.”

Order Purposeful Design Textbooks            
online at purposefuldesign.com  
or contact your educational resource 
consultant for assistance.

Return Policy and Additional Ordering Information
Sometimes shipments don’t work out. We understand. Please follow these simple directions to begin a return:                         

1. Contact our team at 1-800-367-0798 or careteam@acsi.org to receive a shipping label, return form and 
     return merchandise authorization number (RMA#). 

2. Please complete the return form and INCLUDE IT with your shipment. 

3. Pack the materials tightly in a sturdy box, filling any extra space with packing material or clean crumpled
    paper. Please ship through UPS using the return label we send you by taking your package to the local store. 
    Pickup charges will be your responsibility. 

Important Things To Note:

• No credit will be issued for opened CDs or       
DVDs, testing materials or used items.

• ACSI/Purposeful Design Publications is not liable for damaged  
returns. Therefore, please package your shipment with care as no  
credit will be given for books with damage like scuffs, bent corners  
or marked/stamped/stickered from use.

• Account credit will be applied on items 
returned.

• If this shipment is not a preview order returned within 60 days, there 
is a 20% restocking fee if we pay shipping; 15% if you pay for shipping. 
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